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The effects of physical activity on the concentration
leve]s of children were examined. Fourth grade students
(N=49) from two Ithaca, New York el-ementary schools
participated in the study. Each student took part in
three different conditions (recess, physical education
class, and sedentary Iseated-work] ) followed by a
concentration grid test administered one-half hour after
the randomized activity. During recess and physical
education the students wore Tri Trac R?3 accelerometers,
which measured caloric expenditure. A 2x3 (gender x
condition) AIIOVA with repeated measures on the second
factor and a Tukey post-hoc analysis were used to
determine if significant differences existed between
conditions or genders. No difference was found between
gender for the concentration grid test or cal-oric
expenditure. However, a statistically significant
activity effect was found (E(2) =25.29, P < 0.05) for the
concentration grid test. The Tukey post-hoc analysis
determined that concentration scores following physical
education were higher than recess or sedentary
conditions. Also scores on the concentration tests were
significantly higher following recess than the sedentary
conditions.EorRT3data,interpretationofthe
significant findings indicated that a greatbr cal-oric
expenditureoccurredatrecessandphysicaleducation
than the sedentary condition. To conclude, either type
of physical activity had a positive effect on
concentrationrwithphysicaleducationhavingthe
greatest effect. A structured physical activity like
physicaleducationmaybebesttoenhancesubsequent
concentration in the classroom. Further study is needed
to confirm and fuIly explain these findings '
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CIIAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The appropriateness of physical education continues
to be questioned though numerous studies support the
effectiveness of physical activity on youth's academic
performance (Almond & McGeorge, 1998; Shephard, L9971.
It is also understood t.hat energy derived from being
physicalty active promotes physical fitness' In
addition, a break from the classroom refreshes, thus
relieving boredom, and gives time for mental diversion
(Linder, 1999). However, school Systems and society
have yet to embrace research that reports increases in
concentration and improved behavior resulting from
participation in recess and/or physical education
(Almond & Mcceorge, 1998; Pel-legrini & Davis, 1993) . In
most school systems around the country, when funding
cutbacks are required, physical education is one of the
first areas cut (Calandra, L999,' Manzo, 199'7; Shephard'
t997\.
The purpose of this study was to compare the
effects of phisical activity on concentration levels in
grade school chil-dren. It was hlpothesized that subjects
would show improved concentration following physical
education class and recess'
ScoPe of Study
Fourthgradestudents,concentrationlevelswere
measured fol-Iowing guiet sitting' physical education
classrandrecess.Theenergyexpendedwasmeasuredand
recorded in each of the three different settings using a
Tri Trac R?3 accelerometer. The results were recorded
to determine the effect calori-c expenditure had on
concentration levels in the classroom'
Concentrationlevelsinthec]assroomweremeasured
using a concentration grid test' This test was
administeredafterphysicaleducationclass,after
recess, and on a cay without either of these activities'
Eorthephysicaleducationandrecessconditions,
concentrationgridsweregiventothesubjects30
minutes after they completed the physical activity' The
concentrationgridscoresandtheenergyexpenditure
Scores were compared as a whole, as well as by gender'
todetermineiftherewasadifference.Itwas
hypothesizedthatphysica}educat.ionclassandrecess
would enhance concentration Levels in the classroom'
Tf, as hlpothesized, increasing energy expenditure
3improves concentration in the classroom, school systems
may wish to consider re-implementing or maintaining
dailyphysicaleducationinadditiontorecess.
Statement of the Problem
Differences in concentration and energy expenditure
were examined after three separate conditions: sitting
quietl-y (inactivity); physica] education class; and
TCCCSS
Research Questions
L. Does physical education have an affect on
subseguent concentration levels in the classroom
in either or both genders?
2. Does recess have an affect on subseguent
concentration levels in the cfassroom in either or
both genders?
3. Is energy expenditure different during recess or
physicaleducationineitherorbothgenders?
, 
NuII H)4Pothesis
There will be no significant difference in
concentration levels of fourth grade children after
physical education, recess, and inactivity'
IAssumPtions of the Study
The following asstrmptj-ons were made concerning the
study:
l.Subjectsinthisstudywererepresentativeof
chiLdren in this age grouP'
2. Activity in the experimental physical education
class was consistent with an average physical
education class.
3.TheSubjectsparticipatedastheynormallywould
inthephysicaleducationclassandatrecessand
were not influenced by the ongoing data
collection.
4.Factorsoutsideoftheschooldaydidnothavean
effect on the chifdren's actions or concentration
during the school day'
Definition of Terms
The following terms have been defined by
for this studY:
1. Cognitive function- one's ability
the researcher
to perform
mental tasks.
2. Concentration- the ability of the subject to
focus on the tasks at hand'
3. Energy expenditure- the amount of energy that the
chj-Idren use in a designated period of time'
4. PlaY- recreational activitY'
5.Qualityphysicaleducation-when-thesubjectsare
highly active through most of the physical
education class
6. The Tri Trac RT3 accelerometer- a pager-sized
device worn on the subject's pants to estimate
caloric expenditure during an activity'
.T.Inactivity-theperiodwhensubjectsareinthe
classroom doing seated sedentary work'
Delimitations of the Study
The following are the delimitations of this study:
l.onlytheconcentrationgrid,administeredfor
three minutes in group format' was used to
6measurecognitivefunction30minutesaftereach
condition.
2. Energy expenditurer' as measured by the R?3
accelerometer was observed during normal periods
of physicat education classes, recess (outdoors),
and classroom time'
3. The subjects were 4th graders from two elementary
schools in Ithaca, New York'
Limitations of the StudY
The following were the limitations of the study:
1. The findings may not be generalized beyond fourth
grade students.
2. Comparisons of the effects of activity on
concentration of children may only be valid when
thisty?eofconcentrationtestissimilarly
administered.
3. Unfavorable weather may effect the way subjects
behave during recess.
4. Results may only apply to concentration scores
recorded 30 minutes after physical education or
recess.
CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
Thereviewofllteraturerelevanttothisstudy
focusesonthefollowingareas:(a)recessandacademic
ability,(b)physicaleducationandacademicability'
(c) profile of children today' (d) measuring energy
expenditure and cognitive function' (e) central nervous
functions and physical activity' and (f) sunmary'
Recess and Academic Ability
Morethan40percentofschooldistrictsacrossthe
country have eliminated recess or are considering doing
so (Mulrine, 2OO0) . However' recess was not always
consideredexpendable'BeforetheRevolutionaryWar'
the right to play was ranked higher in importance than
even the right to bear arns' Recess was considered
vital for emotional and intellectual growth' When
training for the Revolutionary War' soldiers often
interferedwiththegamesoftheschoolchildrenonthe
Boston Commons. The children protested to the Governor'
who promptly ordered the soldiers to find another place
to train (Mulrine, 2000) '
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IEreud believed play to bd the perfect time to act
out dreams and fears (Murline, 2000) . By the 1950's, it
was common for a school to have three recesses a day.
But in today's society an "academic" frenzy has
overtaken this time-honored tradition. Anthony
pellegrini, professor of Education Psychology at the
University of Minnesota, stated that, learning is a
puritan ethic belief which he defines to mean that play
interferes with learning. The lrony, according to
pellegrini, is that play actually helps with learning
(Mulrine, 2OOO) .
unfortunately, in a quest to improve standardized
test scores and give children a competitive advantage at
earLier ages, many school districts have targeted
..nonessential" activities such as physical education,
art, music, and recess as cutting into crucial
instructional- time. The result, recess and free time are
being shortened or eliminated (Flaxman, 2000).
Flaxman (2000) provided a review of classical
theorist vygotsky and Piaget. vygotsky believed that
play leads directly to the development of a child's
conceptual abilities, enabling the child to master
abstract thought, among other skiIls. Piaget, who
developed the most accepted theory of intellectual
development, proposed that through the joys of
recreation, knowledge arises from the interactions
between the child and the objects of play. children
engage in play because they enjoy it, and it is self-
directed. They do not ptay for rewards, but rather
enjoy the doing, not the end result. when children
become bored, they will move on and do something else
where they wi-rr continue to learn and grow. This is
part of the self-directed play of chlldren who
facilitate their imaglnations by playing and developing
important cognitive concepts without realizing it.
There is more to recess than ptay activity. It is
a chance for children to practice social skitls Iike
gracefully joining a gane, consoling a sad friend, or
Iearning how to responsibly handle a bullying
schoolmate. In a time of over-scheduling, children are
shuttled from play dates to practices, with activities
and even buddies chosen by well-meaning caregivers.
Recess is a rare chance for children to activate,
10
explore new friendships, or follow a personal muse
(MuIrine, 2000 ) .
A study done by Pellegrini and Davis (1993)
contradicted many other studies done on recess and the
academic classroom. Their results revealed that when
children were confined to the ctassroom for long periods
of timb, they subsequently showed higher levels of
exercise play than a control group. However, these Same
children were found to be less attentive when returning
to the classroom. During outdoor p]ay, which generally
lasted 30 minutes, children were free to engage in
physical and sociat activities or just be al-one. All
children were observed daily in three. separate
situations: once prior to recess, once during recess,
and once directly following recess in the classrooms.
$lhen looking at activity at recess and immediate post'
recess classroom behavior, the authors found that (as
mentioned above) children who engaged in physical
activity were less attentive when they returned to the
classroom, while children who engaged in less active
social behavior were more attentive. TlplcalIy, boys
were found to be more physically active at recess and
11
less attentive when they returned to the classroom.
They also Iooked at the time subjects were confined
before recess which showed boys more restless doing
seatwork. This restlessness increased as time increased
(Pellegrini a bavis, l-993) .
social sedentary behavior at recess has been
positively related to concentration and negatively
rel-ated to fidgeting. These researchers believed that
the significant relations between recess and classroom
behaviors indicate that something educational is
happening during recess. The conservative
i_nterpretation is that children are practicing the
cognitive skills they already know and use during the
seated work in the classroom (Pellegrini & Davis, 1993) '
Ernst and PangrazL (1999) examined the effects of
promoting Lifetime Activity for Youth (P.L.A.Y) , a
school-based intervention prograln, OD physical activity
l_evels and attraction to physica,l activity. In this
study, 28 fourth, fifth, and sixth grade classes (each
ranging in size from 23-21 subjects) were randomly
assigned to a treatment or control group for 12 weeks.
During the first four weeks, all the children and the
t2
classroom teachers participated in a 1S-minute activity
break during the school day. During the ls-minutes,
classroom teachers in the treatment group facilitated
acceptable activity and encouraged subjects to
participate in self-selected games and activities for
the first week. fror weeks two through four, the
teachers taught the treatment group a variety of new
games and activities, and the control group received the
extra lS-minutes for a break but the teachers allowed
individuals to do as they pleased (sherman, 2o0o) .
The activity breaks were not given to any of the
subjects during the l-ast eight weeks of the study and
aII subjects were encouraged to keep a journal. For the
treatment group, subjects were encouraged to do at least
30 minutes of physical activity five or more times a
week. The control group was asked to keep track of the
amount of time they sat and watched television.
Subjects assigned to the treatment group were found to
be more active. The girls in the treatment group
reported an increase in the attraction of physical
activity compared to the control group. This study
concl-uded that an appropriate school-based intervention
program coutd increase both interest in physical
activity and actual activity levels in and out of school
(Sherman, 2000).
The effects of time, and the amount of time that
they are at recess, along with subjects' gender,
behavior before recess, and behavior at recess, can
provide insight into a child's need for a noveL
experience such as recess. Biologists have hlpothesized
that the central nervous system is organized so that
humans and other animals try to maintain optimal Ievels
of arousal through novelty seeking. Therefore, recess
may act as the necessary stimuli (Eein, 1981; Pellegrini
& Davis, 1993).
Many researchers believe that outdoor play or
recess is very beneficial to subjectsr ds explained with
the surplus Energy Theory (spencer, l-898i as cited in
pellegrini & Davis, 1993). This theory states that
there is a positive relationship between confinement and
immediate activity becauSe of the need to release excess
energy that accumulates during the confinement period'
A more timely psychological justification for the
importance of recess can be derived from the Novelty
13
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Theory (EIIis, 1-984; Fein, 1981; Peltegrini & Davis,
1993), which states that behavior is initially
determined by the degree of novelty inherent in the
activity. Applying the novelty theory to children in
classrooms and playtime, .w€ can expect that children
should become less attentive to seat work as time
increase! and seek more novelty on the playground,
because of the confinement they experience in the
classroom. Lastly, they should habituate to playtime as
a function of time as it becomes less novel. The effect
of confinement, however, varies between genders because
boys are more physically active, and they are generally
more fidgety in the classroom (Pellegrini & Davis,
1993) .
Recess can serve as an outlet for reducing or
lowering the child's anxiety. Adults feel frustrated,
tired, and even angry at times but have learned to
control these emotions whereas; elementary school
children have very few coping strategies. As a result,
children sometimes resort to inappropriate outbursts
such as nail biting, temper tantrums, of lashing out
against other children. Recess provides a means for
15
many children to manage their stress. Children who do
not get a break are more fidgety in the classroom. They
are also deprived from j-nteracting with different peers,
and watching and learning from other children.
Therefore, eliminatj-ng recess could be counter-
productive (AACRP, 2000) -
Americans may learn'from the educational structure
of Japan, which incorporates intense periods of outdoor
play into long classroom sessions (AACRP, 2000).
Furthermore, first graders in Japan spend fewer hours
per day in schoo] than first graders in the united
states, yet they have twice as many recesses as American
students (Bjorklund & Brown, 1998) ' Similarly, the
United States Army breaks for ten-minutes every hour
during cognitive training sessions. This "at rest"
session increases the likelihood that the soldiers wiIl
have more positive resul,ts when training over an
extended period of time (AACRP, 2000) '
PIay may take valuable time away from more
important activities. It may allow children to hide in
a fantasy world instead of facing the realities of the
here and now. on the other hand, play, whether in the
classroom, at recess 
' 
or outdoors, can be about
discovering and practicing. Many recess activities,
especially those that reguire coordinated efforts, teach
children how to work together, take turns, and
reciprocate. Yet schools persist in cutting or
shortening this time allotted for children to run, skip,
stretch, and just play. Administrators may want to
reconsider the importance of active play in developing
healthy bodies, along with teaching chiLdren to enjoy
exercise (F1axman, 2000) .
Schoo1 administrators that believe physical
education is a necessity, frequently meet
parents/guardians who maintain that physical education
jeopardizes their child's academic performance
(Shephard, l-997). In short, some feel physical
education competes with academics for time and
resources. unlike physical education, art, and music,
subjects like mathematics, science, foreign languages,
history, and English remain part of the "core"
curriculum.consj-dered by the public to be essential in
education (verabioff, 1986). From caregivers to
Physical Education a@
legj-slators, it is felt that children need to have more
science, math, and computer lab classes. Finding time
for these classes means Something has to give and this
is usually physical education (Calandra, 1999) '
Judlth Young, National Association for sport and
physical Education (NASPE) director, stated "There is
not enough time in a day for schools to do what people
generally want them to accomplish. Part of the problem
is that most schools are stitl using the same schedule
that was created 100 years o9o, which allowed rural
children to be dismissed early to go home and do chores"
(Calandra, Lggg, p. 2). According to Young, this
process is outdated, and it is her opinion that many
dual-working caregivers would be happy to have longer
school days and years. This would allow schools to
maintain daily physical education within the curriculum'
By maintaining physical activity as an integral part of
a child, s school day, learning and understanding
physical function might enhance other parts of a child's
education (Calandra, Lggg) '
GeorgeGraham,aprofessorofhealthandphysical
education at Virginia Tech University believes that the
1_8
wayphysicaleducationhasbeentaughtinthepasthas
beenaclearfailure.HeusesadultsinAmericaaS
examplesof.peoplewhoreceived].essthanadequate
physical education in schoof. The adults in society are
not}ookingbackandsaying,..Whenlwasinphysical
education, I learned thiS." Graham also stated, "Every
school philosophy talks about the whole child, but a
school cannot talk about the whole child when they are
downsizing and eliminating physical education,,
(Ca1andra, 7999, P. 3) .
G. R. Cumming (!9'r.6\, a cardiologist in a
children, s hospital, provided the foll0wing reasons why
physical education programs in the schools are needed'
1. Physical exercise is important during childhood
fortheproperdevelopmentofthefunctional
capacity of the heart and lungs and the strength
of the bones and muscles'
2. Continued physical exercise is important in
later life for the prevention of heart disease
and manY other diseases'
3. It increases the body's resistance against
general stress and illnesses, along with
contributing to the mental health of children
and adults.
4. Physical exercise is important for weight
control in chil-dhood through adult years' The
basicorientationinadultparticipationof
physicat activity is developed at a young agei
developing sound health habits and the
worthwhile use of their l-eisure time'
5.Classroomlearningmaybeenhancedandsupported
through physical activity' ds well as providing
theopportunityforthechildrentobecreative
and exPressive.
6.PhysicalactivitycanincreaseSelf-conceptand
the overalt bodY image'
Cumming's conclusions are supported by Ignico
(1990 , L992a, Lgglb, Lgg|), suggesting that school
physical education programs for young children have a
positlve effect.
AccordingtotheAmericanAllianceforHealth'
PhysicalEducationrRecreation'andDance(AAIIPERD'
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1-988), daily physical education has four kinds of
benefits: physical, mental, psychological and social'
Thephysicalbenefitsarereducingtheriskofheart
disease, improving fitness, making bones stronger'
keeping weight down, and promoting healthy lifestyles'
The mental benefits are improved academic performance,
increased interest in learning, improved judgement' and
promotionofself.discip}ineandgoalsetting.The
psychologicatandsocj.albenefitsareimprovingse}f-
confidence and self-esteem, providing an outlet for
stress,strengtheningpeerrelationships,andreducing
the risk of dePression'
TheworkdonebyDwyeretal.(L979)andHarris&
Jones$g82)supportsthefindingswithintheAAIIPERD
(].998)video:despiteareductionintotalacademic
currj-cul-ar time that was approximately 148 in both
studies, children who participated in a L -week fitness
program showed greater gains in mathematics and behavior
scores as compared to their previous academic curricular
time.Someofthespecificaspectsofacademic
performance benefiting from physical education/physical-
activity were mathematics, visual acuity, reaction time,
and reading.
Louie et aI. (l-999)reported that boys who had'
additional physical education showed acceleration in
their psychomotor development. This could provide a
mechanism for an accelerated learning of academic
sk111s. Park (1990), found that selected physical
activities had a positive affect on science
comprehension. Calfas and Taylor (1994) found similar
results and reported that physical activity had a
positive affect on psychological variables in
adolescents.
Verabioff (1986) and Shephard (Lgg7) reported on a
study conducted in 1950 in a suburb in Paris. In this
study, two school-s were used. For the treatment school-,
the normal school hours per week were changed from 32 to
41.5 and academi-c instruction was shortened 262 and
limited to mornings- A wide range of physical
activities occupied the afternoons. The progress of
this treatment school was compared with that of a
control school. The criterion measure was the failure
rate 1n both schools. This was interesting since the
21
experimental school shortened their academic learning
time by 26*. The subjects who attended the treatment
school were calmer, more attentive, and had fewer
disciplinary problems than the control school. Subjects
at the treatment school- missed less school than at the
control school.
some explanations for the increase in academic
achievement have been: a fresher and better prepared
approach by teachers, immediate arousal of the subjects
by the physical activity which counteracted the fatigue
and improved their attention span, positive interaction
between the tearning of physical and mental skiI]s, and
a long-term improvement in body image with associated
gains in academic performance (verabioff, 1986).
Astudyontheeffectsofphysicalactivityon
academic performance was completed at the school of
Health, Academic Performance and Exercise (SHAPE)
(Shephard, Lgg'l). This study included 519 subjects in
the fifth grade, from Seven schoo]-s in Adelaide,
Australia. At each of the seven schools, the classes
were randomly put into one of three different 14-week
programs: fitness, skiIlr oI control. The fitness'group
received 75 minutes of physical activity per day, 15
minutes in the early morning, and 60 minutes during the
normal class time. Games were played to emphasize a high
heart rate. The skill group had dhe same timetable but
their focus was on sport skill development. The control
group received three 3o-minute periods of physical
education per week, with no particular emphasis on
fitness or skilt development. The fitness group's
skinfold measurement decreised over the 14-week study by
1.3mm, the skiIl group had an increase of 0.4mm, and the
control group increased 0.8mm. Despite the decrease in
academic time tor ine fitness group (approximately 210
minutes a week, or about 14t of the total teaching
tj-me) , they showed a gain in mathematic and behavior
scores.
Important limitations of this study were that it
was a short period of observation and that there was a
lack of information concerning the attitudes of the
teachers towards the chdnge in the curriculum' Shephard
(1997), reported within this same publication on a
foIlow-up study, done two years later, where he found
that the seven school-s had developed an advantage in
reading and mathematic scores,
classroom when comPared to the
not been in the studY.
and also behavior in the
other schools that had
The Trois-Rivieres Experiment,_ a canadian study
from !976, followed the impact of added physical
education classes throughout six years of primary
school. The entire school was split into treatment and
controlprograms.Thetreatmentprogramconsistedof
five hours of reguired physical education per week
taught by a specialist compared to the regular program
of one 40-minute period per week taught by the cfassroom
teacher. The control group received approximately LAZ
more academic tearning time than the experimental group.
The results showed significant gains in fitness
levels in the treatment group. The physical activity
patterns revealed that subjects in the treatment group
were more active on weekends than the control group,
suggesting a development of a positive attitude toward
physical activitY.
Thegirlsinthisstudyseemedtohavealarger
academicadvantagethantheboysasaresuftof
participation in the enhanced physical education
25
program. A comparison of classroom grades showed
similar results in grade one but during the remaining
five years the treatment group received consistently
higher marks (Kilanowski et dI', L999) '
Structuredmovementprogramshaveasignificant
infLuence on the development of thinking skil-ls. It has
been suggested that increased physical
education/physical activity is associated with better
behavior, increased concentration and attention, and
higher self-esteem, which can indirectly affect academic
performance.Childrenprovidedwithmorephysical
activityaremorecalmandattentive,havefewer
disciplinary problems and fewer days absent (Almond c
McGeorge, 1998). Likewise, enhanced immediate arousal
and the relief from boredom associated with physical'
activityarefoundtoresultinchildrengivingmore
attentiontotheinstructionandworkloadinthe
classroom. The relationship between physical
education/physicalactivityandenhancedself-esteemhas
also been identified as havj-ng a positive effect on
academicperformance.Theimprovementinse}f.esteem
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may also lead to better classroom behavior and a greater
desire to learn (ShePhard, 1997) '
Caterino and Polak (l-999) attempted to guantify
concentration levels in children using the Woodcock-
Johnson Test of concentration. This tool was used on a
group of second, third, and fourth graders to look at
passive and directed physical education act,ivities and
concentration levels. This concentration test was
developed to measure concentration under stress induced
bycompletiontimecriteria.Twogroupsparticipatedin
both science and in physical education classes: one
group at 8:00 am and the other at 2:00 pm'
Concentration scores increased at the end of the
physical education lesson for aI1 groups whether it was
in the morning or afternoon' However, the morning
physical education c.l-ass had the greatest improvement.
As expected, scores revealed better performance by
fourth graders compared to the second and third graders'
Almond and McGeorge (1998) reviewed the areas of
physical activity, cognition, and academic development
and observed a relationship between motor performance
and inteLlectual performance. This relationship was
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strongest in the early stages of a child's development.
In a six-year study of children between the ages of six
and twelve years, the children were gi-ven five extra
hours a week of physical education compared to their
initial 40 minutes of physical education. They had
better academic marks over years 2'6. Perhaps, of even
greater importance, this study showed that class times
were shortened with no decrement in academic ScoreS.
Scherman (1989) reported that stress iirterferes
with school performance but physical activity reduces
stress and enhances positive attitudes. CarLson (1982')
wrote of the multimodal effect of counseling and the
benefit of physical exercise in enhancing emotional,
cognitive, social, imaginative, and behavioral processes
of children. Daily progralns of physical education
shoufd not be introduced with the expectation that they
will fead to major gains in academic performance.
However, the studies above have suggested that the rate
of academic learning per unit of cfass time is enhanced
in physically active subjects. Therefore, the l-ack of
curricul-ar time is not a valid reason for discarding
daily programs of physical education (shephard, t991).
AsreportedbyRileyandCardit]o(1998),the
community of Attleboro, Massachusetts believed that
physical education was the key to learning' The words
seen when entering their elementary school's gymnasium
were, "Learning to,move-moving to fearn"' In this
interdisciplinary approach, with physical education as
the main focus, connections are made to other
disciplines such as health, music, art, science' math'
socj-al studies, and language arts. The primary focus,
always involves physical education concepts such as
skills and knowledge. when connections are made to
these other disciplines, educators are able to maximize
the development of the total child, and to maintain the,
integrity of their own discipline. The goals of this
innovative integrated physical education program are:
l-. To lead children to creative uses of movement
elements,
2. lo develop a positive self-concept through
movement exPeri-ences,
3. To enhance the cognitive growth of each child
4. To provide children opportunities to develop
and maintain a levet of physical fitness in
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re].ationtotheirindividualabilities.(Riley
& CardiIIor 1998)
TheChineseproverbr"tellmerlforgetishowme'I
remember; involve me, I understand" is also reflected by
Attleboro, s philosophy. connecting physical education
to other disciplines enables teachers to address the
many different learning styles of children. The visual
learner, the kinesthetic learner, the cognitive learner,
and the auditory iearner's needs are clearly met when
usingthisapproach(Riley&Cardi1lo,1998)'
Palme (2ooo), along with the California Governor, s
council on Physical Fitndss and sports wrote a position
paper on the benefits of elementary physical education.
Accordi-ng to the author, the following areas can
posltivelybenefitfromphysicaleducation:
1. Academic performance-because it makes
childrenmorea].ertandenergeticwhichcan
improve their caPacitY to learn'
2. Health-because physical activity can protect
against heart disease; weight control studles
haveshownthattherehavebeenreductionsin
30
percent body fat levels in children who
participate in regular physical education'
3. Physical fitness-children learn how to
maintain flexibility, cardiovascular
endurance, muscle endurance, and muscular
strength.
4, Movement knowledge/motor ski1l development-
this allows children to feel competent in
movement, which can motivate them to be more
physicallyactiveintheirrecreationaltime.
5: Self-esteem-can positively benefit from
physical education because it can help
subjects tackle harder tasks in life and
allow them to feef good about themselves'
6. Stress management-physicat education can be a
way for subjects to relieve stress' whi-ch can
aIlow them to have better academic
performances once they are back in the
classroom-
1. Sociaf development-physical education can
help subjecLs learn how to interact with
other through games, sports' and play'
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1t appears physical eduCatttOn lesSOns current■y
contrttbute tO a sma■■ amOunt Of the physttcal actttVttty
requttrementS fOr Childreno  Much Of the l■terature seems
tO indicate that SCh001 systems COuld take a more
proactiVe role in thiS iSSue by SCheduling ■Onger or
mOre frequent phySiCal educatiOn leSSOnS per week for
their chttldreno  Thev alSO COuld requ■re physical
educatiOn teacherS tO make exiStin9 1essons more
physiCally aCtttVe.  The SCh001S themselVes may benefit
from Offering additiOnal planned physical actttVities
These programs andthroughout the sCh001 day.
before sch001′ dur■ngactiV■ties COuld be offered′
lunChtime′ and after schOOl (MCKenzie et al.′ 1995).
ReCesS and phySiCal educatiOn Can serve as an
outlet fOr reducing and 10Wering childrens′
frustratiOnS, a110Wing them tO let off energy sO they
can better cOncentrate On academic aSSignmentS.  It tts
unrealiStiC tO expect Children to pay attention every
moment Of the day and not a110W them tO have perttodS Of
physical actiVtttyo  Many states ttn thttS tttme of
a｀cademic emergenCy′″ are cutting physical eduCatttOn′
musiC′ and art Out Of the sch001 Systems.  ThiS happens
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at the first sign of fiscal constraints' or when
legislators and caregivers push 
.for more "academic"
rigor in the curriculum. Parents/guardians need to
realize that as adults, they feel better and can
concentrate better after exercise. The same holds true
for children.
Profile of Children Today
over the years, the Surgeon General, s office has
made.attempts to inform the population about different
j-ssues that could affect the health of a person' This
section will discuss the current surgeon General',s
reaction to the physical activity level-s and physical
fitness of children in societY'
In this technoJ-ogicalIy based era, many people'
especially youth, do not participate in enough physicat
activity to maintain a proper Level of health' ChiLdren
are continuing to faII wel-l- below the daily physical
activity mark that is needed to stay healthy (Terry c
Crawford, 2000).
In a LggT shape of the Natr on survey, NASPE found
that 4-t states mandate physical education, but most did
not require physical education across the curriculum'
:|
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The survey found that only one state, IlIinois, still
requires daily physical education for all grades (X
through t2). The three states without any mandate for
physical education are MississiPPi, South Dakota, and
Colorado (Calandra, 1999). In 1996, Massachusetts
eliminated the state required minimum time spent in
physical education, and Idaho stopped reguiring its high
schoolers to take physical education (Manzo, T997).
These findings are coming at a time when kids are
more sedentary than ever. The surgeon General reported
that the number of obese children has more than doubled
inthepast30yearsrwithfewerthanoneinfour
chitdren getting 20 minutes of vigorous activity every
day of the week (calandra, 1999). In fact, as early as
Lg87, it was reported that at least 25 percent of aII
elementary school children exceed desirable weight
standards (Bar-Or, L987) '
some factors contributing to this unfortunate trend
include: children, between the ages of 2 and l-2, watch
approximately 25 hours of television per week and spend
Iessthan2percentoftheirdayparticipatinginhigh
intensityphysicalactivity.Thegreatestconcernis
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that low fit and overweight children are showing early
signsofcoronaryheartdisease,highcholesterol
levels, and high blood pressure (Ignico, LggL; sallis &
McKenzie , lggL; wiltiams et dI., L9921 . These facts
alone should raise concern and awareness in caregivers,
teachers, and societY in general'
The Surgeon General's report on physical education
and health released in 1'996 indicated that 25 percent of
1995 high school- students participated in daily physical
education, down from 42 percent five years earLier.
This comes at a time when adolescents need more physical
activity in their Iives. ThiS substantial erosion has
beeh in part due to the use and emphasis of computers
and other academic courses in today's curriculum.
caregivers are questioning the appropriateness of
physical education, based on their own personal views of
their physical education experience when they were in
school. They do not see physical education as being
relevant to their child's educational experience (Manzo,
L99'7 ) .
Today's physical education classes have many
different options when compared to just a few years ago.
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Activities such as in-Iine skating, snow skiing,
aerobics, and biking are just as likely to be taught in
Some schools as basketba}1, Soccer, vo1Ieybal1, and
softball. "New wave" phySical education programs may
aLso teach children about movement, nutrition, and an
overal].healthylifestyle.TheCentersforDisease
control and Preventi-on, in March 1997, advocated a role
for school physical education programs to promote
lifelong physical activity among young people (Manzo'
Lee'7).
Recommendations proposed by the National
Association for the Education of. Young children, the
councit of Physical Education for chitdren, and the
united states Department of Health and Human services,
consistently reported that schools shoutd provide
physical education classes for children enrolled in
preschool programs (Ignico, L994). This recommendation
is part of the assumption that school physical education
allows at least the minimum amount of physical activity
for children. It also encourages continued physical
activity beyond the school years. It is based on the
evidence that physical activity is essential for
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chitdren to develop an understanding of the movement
concepts and to refine skills such as striking, jumping,
and balancing (Bredekamp, L987; Ignico ' L9941 '
,Despiteoverwhelmingevidenceregardingthehealth
benefitsofphysicalactivity,childrenaregenerally
notgivenenoughtimeduringschooltomeeteventhe
minimal daily physical activity guidelines recently
published by the council- of Physical Education for
Children (COPEC) (Ignico, L994) ' These guidelines were
established so children would meet their developmental
needs.Ithasbeensuggestedthatchi]-drenspendat
least 60 minutes a day doing some form of physical
activity.Thistimereguirementismorethanthe
children are currently spending in activity during
regular physical education classes. For children to
meet coPEC's guidelines, they need to be motivated to
participate in physical activity both during the school
day and after school (Ignico, !994i Sherman, 2000) .
According to AAI{PERD (1988), children are not
gettlng enough physical activity outside of school.
This is why the schools need to implement more physical
activity time for children during school. Many children
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are in sports programs that are after school, but in
most cases the children spend most of that time standing
around. schoo] systems should schedul-e longer or more
physical education classes per week, make classes more
physicaltyactive,andofferadditionalphysical
activity throughout the school day. Along with offering
after-school programs and activities, school systems
should offer lunchtime progralns, and even early morning
physical activities to meet the physical activity
guidelines (McKenzie et El', 1995) '
As the surgeon General',s report (l-996) stated, this
current generation of school-aged children are the most
sedentary ever. Thus, they have lower overall leve]s of
health and wellness (Schultz, L999; Terry & Crawford'
2000). In some cases physical education and recess are
the only opportunities children have to be active. It
would appear that based on the information presented,
physical education is extremely important to a child's
well-being.
Measuring Enq Expenditure and nitive Function
Researchers frequentlY use instruments such as
expended bY subjects.accel-erometers to measure energy
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Two of the most popular tlpes used have been the caTtrac
(Muscle Dynamics Fitness Network, Inc., Torrance, CA), a
uniaxial- monitor, and the Tri Trac R3D (Hemokinetics,
Inc., Madison, WI -later became the Tri Trac RT3
IprofessionalProductsradivisionofReining
International, Madison, WII ), a triaxial monitor'
Accelerometers measure movement in different planes and
have been extensj.vely used and studied. These devices
are reportedly sensitive to a wide range of activities,
and are valid as a predictor of caloric expenditure for
'adults (BraY et dI. , L992) '
one study using a caLtrac accelerometer attempted
to determine the validity of the accelerometer by
measurlng resting and active energy expenditure for
school age girls and boys using oxygen consumption as
the criterion measure. seventeen children, 10 boys and
7 girls, ranging in age from 9 to 12 years participated.
The resting phase consisted of lying quietly in a dark
room and the active phase reguired walking on a
treadmil-I at different speeds. one-minute values were
given .for 02 consumption, co2 production, respiratory
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exchange ratio, and the estimated caloric expenditure
for l-5 minute time periods (Bray et dI ' , L992\ '
caloric expenditure was estimated based upon the
subject's height, weight , dgar gender, and their
activity during the test period. The results indcated
the reliability of the cal-trac to be high at rest (r :
0.96), and at exercise (r = O'89)' The researchers
found the Caltrac overestimated caloric expenditure
during treadmill walking at slow and fast speeds -
was due to the single plane measurement of the
accelerometer (BraY et d1., L9921'
This
Several researchers have examined the reliability
and the valid.ity of the CaLtrac accelerometer' Sallis
eta}.(1991)foundhighinter-instrumentreliability
between the Cal-trac acceLerometers in two studies with r
:0.96 and r = 0.89, which was the same as Bray et al-.
(1,gg2) . Williams et al- (L992) found modest, but
statistically signlficant, test-retest reliability
coefficients (r:0.35 & 0-54) for the CaLtrac in a
field study. Bray et aI. (1.992) found that the caftrac
underestimated energy expenditure in girls aged 10-16
when compared with calorimeter values for energy
expenditure. The CaLtrac appears to have good
reliability between instruments, particularly in a
laboratory setting, but the test-retest reliability and
validity appeared guestionabl-e (A11or & Pivarni-k, 2O0l-)'
The Tri Trac R3D iS a three-dimensional moti-on
sensor designed to be worn by a subject, while clipped
to a belt at the waist. It is useful- in field studies
because it can be worn for up to 1'4 days, then
downloaded into a computer to give minute-to-minute
values for activity in three planes (Nichol-s et dI. ,
1999).
NichoLs et aI. ( 1999) used the Tri Trac R3D to
determine validity, reliability and calibration of the
device during the measurement of physical activity.
sixty young adults wore the devices and participated in
treadmill wal-king and running at three different
activity level-s: Iight Q-3.9 Metabolic EquivaLent Units
IMETSI ), moderate (4-7 METS), and vigorous (>7 METS) .
Data were compared with energy expenditure measured by
indirect calorimetry. The results of the study were
that the Tri Trac accuratety distinguished various
intensities when walking/jogging on a level surface. It
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appeared to be hiqhly reliabte from day to day and when
estimating the energy expenditure across a range of
speeds it had a high predictability rate. However, when
the time spent was in sedentary activities the Trl Trac
seemed to overestimate, while at light and moderate and
hard activities it seemed to underestimate, which lead
to an overall underestimation of energy expenditure'
AIso, depending on where the accelerometer was
positioned on the body, it could grossly underestimate
non-j-mpact exercises such as cycling, rowing, weight
Iifting, and roller-blading'
Jakicic et aI. ( ]-ggg) examined the inter- and intra-
test reliability of the Tri Ttac R3D to determine if it
cou]-daccuratelyestimateenergyexpenditurewhen
compared to indirect caforimetry. The subjects were 14
fema]es and 6 males between the ages of 18 and 35 years'
The subjects participated in five different exercises'
each on a different day. The exercises included,
running on a treadmill, riding a stationary bike,
steppingupanddownonaReebokStep,andlateral
sliding on a Reebok slide. Each exercj-se was performed
for at least 20 minutes but no more than 30 minutes.
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TheresearchershadthesubjectsweartwoR3D
accelerometers throughout the testing sessions to ensure
accurate readings. The results from the intra-
instrument rel-iability showed a consistent estimate of
energy expenditure when the exercise was done at a
constant speed. The highest intra-class correlations
were under the walking condition when compared to all
other conditions. [f,hen looking at the inter-instrument
reliability, there was a high correlation between the
two accelerometers in al-1 exercise sessions, the highest
occurring during walking and sliding. overal-I, it was
determined that using a triaxial accelerometer may
improve the ability to accurately estimate energy
expenditure.
Welk and Corbin (1999) assessed the validity of the
Tri Trac R3D 
.for measuring 
physical activity in
children. The study invol-ved thirty-five chil-dren ages
g-11 years, oD three different school days using three
distinct instruments (Cal-trac tfionitor, Tri Trac R3D' and
heart rate monito.r) . AIl of the trials were performed
on'days when the subjects had physical education
classes. The main purpose of the study was to directly
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compare the relationships between the Tri Trac and heart
rate monitors. The caltrac and the heart rate monitor
were compared the same day of monitoring while the Tri
Trac data had to be put into the computer for analysis.
Results indicated that the Tri Trac was similar to the
cil-trac and the heart rate monitor results. The
findings of the study supported the use of the Tri Trac
as a valid physical activity assessment tool-. The Tri
Trac values fol-l-ow a l-inear relationship with increasing
heart rate, and the correlations of the heart rate were
as high or higher than other activity monitors that have
been previouslY studied.
It is helpful to think of the brain as a muscle.
one of thl best ways to maximize the brain is
through exercise, movement. Everybody feels better
after exercj-se. There is a reason for it (Dr' John
J.Ratey,HarvardMedicalSchool[ascitedinKong,
L999, P. 1l ) .
Development of mental ability seems to be
influenced in part by hormones that may be modulated by
exercise. Eor example, during exercise, changes in
branch-chain amino acids (BCAA) enhance the movement of
'theserotonj.nprecursortryptophanacrosstheblood-
brain barriers. This could possibly lead to a calming
central Nervous Functions and'Physical Activit
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effect expected as a result of increased cerebral
serotonin levels. Therefore, exercise may enhance
serotonin production, which may improve concentration
Ievel-s and also reduce disruptive behaviors in the
classroom (Hollmann & studer 
' 
L996; shephard' L997\ '
, Severa} authors have suggested that there 1s a
positive assoclation between psychomotor training and
cognitive development (Drowatsky & Geiger, 7993;
shephard, 
-1,gg7) ., According to Piaget, as reported by
shepard Ggg7l, the skill-s of spatial organization
required for active play carry over into an
understanding of the spatiaL conformations and
relationships that comprise words and mathematical
relationships. This could possibly be related to the
neural activity associated with motor learning
\
enhancement and the devetopment of interneuronal-
connections.
Any advantage j-n academic performance among active
chi]dren might reflect an exercise-associated change in
their cognitive development. Possibfe mechanisms that
are exercise related for this change include: an
increase of cerebral- bl-ood flow, an alteration of
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arousal and associated neurohormonal balancer EII
enhanced nutritional Statusr or a stimulation of growth
in interneuronal connections. Young children normally
take part in short but sharp bursts of physlcal
activity. Any impact on physical activity upon carotid
perfusion would likely be small and short-lived in this
age group. The average Ievel of neural arousal 
'
however, seems to be higher in active subjects than in
sedentary subjects. This effect may facilitate a
positive iriteraction between a learning environment and
cognitive development (Shephard, L997l, -
Children who received additional physical education
appear to have accelerated psychomotor development,
which may be the mechanism for accelerated learning of
academic ski1ls (Almond & Mcceorge, 1998). Learning
fundamental motor skills may afso have a positive effect
on self-concept and social skill development (Almond C
McGeorge, L998; Williams et a1-, L982) - 
. 
Everyday
observation indicates that competency in movement skills
can have a positive influence on children's sel-f-esteem
and peer interactions (Ignico, 1994) -
-1
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. Durj-ng most tlpes of exercise, the body relies on
glucose as the maj-n energy source. The breakdown of
liver glycogen for glucose is controlled by the enzlme
phosphorylase. The activation of phosphorylase is
controlled by cAMP and when cAI',IP is activated glycogen
is broken down producing glucos6 for energy imperative
to exercise and brain function (Lamb, 1984) ' Without
glucose as its primary fuel, the brain will not frrnction
well thereby impacting cognition. Glucose availability
has been closely linked with higher cognitive function
(Lamb, 1984).
Epinephrine and norepinephrine (i'e',
catecholemines) influence the circulatory levels of
plasma glucose and are exercise sensitive. In response
to exercise, the adrenal- medul-1a secretes greater
amounts of epinephrine leading to more glucose
circulated in the blood. Norepinephrine release is also
increased with exercise and is known to be invoLved in
attention and arousal. When locus coeruleus (LC)
neurons (neurons emanating from the dorsal pons and
innervating the areas of the brain associated with
memory)arestimulatedrtheycontrolthereleaseof
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norepinbphrine from neural cells ' Once stimulated' LC
neurons can enhance memory by slowing down the
repolarization of the membrane, which can eventually
Iead to greater neurotransmitter release (Harley, 1987) '
so there are multiple potential connections between
exercise, metabolism, brain function' and memory that
are explained through glucose and catecholamines' The
significance of these connections in explaining how
physicalactivitymayimprovecognitionfunctionin
children remains to be elucidated'
Thereareimportantmilestonesinneuronal
development in which experience may be most effective in
forging connections. These periods have recently been
referred to as "windows of opportunity"' In other
words, once a child is born, these moments in time
(windows) begin to cfose. During the time that the
windows are open, neural development can occur but once
these intervals of time have passed, the "windows of
opportunity"arecl-osedforgood(Gabbard,1998)'
rn theory, there are a number of time periods for
optimal: motor control development; vision; language;
feeling; and so on. As agle increases, the brain's
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plasticity declines. Therefore it is believed that if
childrenmissanopportunity,theymaynotdevelopthe
brain, s circuitry to its fullest potential for a
specific function. For basic motor development, this
timeperiodappearstobefromtheprenatalperiodto
the age of five. Although the main circuits for reflex
(involuntary) behavior are wired prenatally' the
developmental time period for the primary circuits that
control posture and general movement in the brain's
cerebeltum are open fo.r about the f irst two years. It
is during this time that the child begins to gain
considerable experience in movement in the environment'
Thissuggeststhatphysicalactivitymaybeastrong
determinant in early development of the brain, not just
in motor control (Gabbard, 1998) '
Theconceptofdevelopmentaltimeperiodswas
tested in preschool aged children when they were given a
1O-week motor skill instructional program. This program
showed an increase in their fundamental motor skills
when measured by the Test of Gross I'lotor Devel-opment
(Ignico 1992a; Ignico, 1992b; Ignico, L994) '
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Rowl-and (1998) indicated that a child's biological
make-uphasastrongconnectiontothelevelofphysical
activity. There are two distinct biological mechanisms
thatcontrol.physicalactivity.Thefirstoneisa
neurological mechanism that is -responsibl-e for
stimulization of the central nervous system' Rowland
believes that children are active because it is the
primary movements that send sufficient sensory
information to the central nervous systems, which is
needed for their arousal. The second biological
mechanism is one of energy homeostasis. This means that
both energy intake and energy expenditure are
influenced. The hormone leptin is a key component in
energy homeostasis, and helps with appetite regulation
and energy expenditure. some cross-sectional- findings
show a positive association between the cj-rculation of
Ieptin and physical activity in children (Dale, corbin,
& Dale 2OOO; Nagy, Gower, & Goran, L997; Salbe'
Nicolson, & Ravussj-n, t997) ' Sa1be et aI' (1997)
reported that leptin mediates energy expenditure by
activating the sympathetic nervous system'
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In summary, some physiological explanations as to
why physical activity improves academic performances
are: increased blood flow, increased serotonin Levels,
stimulated LC neurons, which Can allow the subject to
concentrate better, or increased secretion of
catecholamines and glucose metabolism. Each of these
may help to enhance memory and concentration 1evels.
Numerous other possibilities exist, however, more
research should preceed any further speculation.
SummarY
The surgeon General has reported that chil-dren need
more physical activity in their l-ives. This activity
shoul-d come from their recess and physicaf education
classes, ds welI dsr thei.r physical activities after
school. In reaching the fitness mark set by the Surgeon
Generat, children wilI 1ike1y experience a decrease in
heart disease, obesity, and hlpertension. Physical
activity also helps to decrease daily stressors, and
improve social- development. These benefits of physical
activity may be rel-ated to cerebral- blood flow,
metabolism, epinephrine release, and/or the impact of
other exercise-stimulated hormones. It has also been
noted in numerous cases that physical activity can
increase concentration and memory ski1Is, and decrease
behavior problems. The Tri Trac R3D accelerometers
along with other instruments are valid and rel-lable ways
to measure the amount of energy that children expend
during an activity. More research is needed to examine
the nature of activities chlldren engage in inside and
outside of schools. Such research may strengthen the
Iink between cognition and activity level-s. To date,
few studies have explored cognitive changes and
measurement of activity leveIs in children'
??
?
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cHAPTER 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter defines the (a)selection of subjectS′
treatment of SubjectS′(C)t S ing instruments′
general procedureS′ (e)SCOrttng and treatment′ and
data analysiS.
Selection of Subjects
ThesuperintendentofthelthacaCitySchool
District was contacted to obtain permission to conduct
thisstudy.oncepermissionwasgranted,theprincipa}s
of two elementary schools were contacted to explain the
purpose and the procedure of the study and to obtain
permission for the study. once permission was granted
from each principal, the classroom teachers and the
physical education teachers for the fourth grade classes
were briefed on the purpose and procedure' and the
teachers' permission was obtained' Letters to the
caregivers were sent_ home with all fourth grade subjects
detailing the study and explaining what was expected of
any subject participating. Permission was received from
the parents/guardians and each subject, before they
participated (see Appendix A). caregivers were informed
that throughout the procedure the subject's identity,
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gender,dgl,andSchoolwou}dremainconfidential.once
permissionwasgrantedrstudentsfromtwoelementary
schools (school | [n:25]v school 2 ln=241)volunteered
forthesubjectpool(N=49).TheHumanSubjects
ResearchCommitteeatlthacaCollegeapprovedthe
proposed study design and methods'for human subject use'
Theresearcherhadameetingwiththechild'rento
explain the function of the Tri Trac instrumentation,
and how some of the students would be wearing it during
physical education cIass, recess' and while in the
classroom.Thegoalforthismeetingwastomakethe
child feel comfortable and to give them an understanding
of what the studY was about'
Treatment of Subjects
Thesubjectswereseatedinaquiteroomandgiven
a concentration grid test (Harris & Harris, L984) three
separatetimes;receivingadifferentformofthe
concentration grid each tim'e they took the test (see
AppendixB).Thistestmeasuredconcentrationlevels
andwasgiven30minutesafterphysica}education
classes,recess,andaperiodofinactivity(academic
c}asstlme).Theconcentrationgridsweregiventothe
subjects to
affected the
determine if different levels
results of the concentration
of activitY
test.
Testinq Instruments
?rj ?rac RT3 Acgelerometer
Duringthethreeconditionsandduringaninitial
orientation period, subjects wore the RT3 Tri Trac
acceferometer. The RT3 is a pager-sized devi-ce worn on
the waist that continuously tracks activity through the
use of piezo-electric accelerometer technology that
measures motion in three dimensions: the x, Yr and z
planes (i.e., side to side, forward and backward, and up
and down). It also provides triaxial vector data in
activityunits,METStotkilocafories.TheRT3canbe
used to measure from one second to one-minute intervals
of time recording triaxial data for up to seven days
(StayhealthY, 2001) .
Concentration Test
The concentration grid (Appendix B) was.
administered to the subjects. The test consisted of a
ten by ten grid with numbers ranging from 00 to 99. The
subjects had three minutes to cross out aS many numbers
consecuLively as possible. The subjects were told to go
in order starting with the nu,ber 00, then to proceed to
01rO2rO3r04 and so forth'
To examine the reliability of the concentration
grid and its prospective sensitivity to the research
questi-on, a pilot study was completed using high school
(N=36)and college-aged subjects ()I=50) ' The scores for
high school subjects did increase when given the
concentration grid test on a day after having physical
activity(p=0.00,t(36)=-4.593).AnIntraclassRwas
donetodeterminethenumberoftrialspercondition
necessary for the study' It was determined that
regardless of whether one, two' or three trials were
used, the correlations remained low' ThereforQt'd
single trial per condition was used' Al-sor ds a result
ofthepilotstudy,itwasdeterminedthatfour
concentration grids randomly distributed minimized bias'
A copy of these results can be found in Appendix C' The
testingtimeallowedthesubjectswasthreeminutes,Es
determinedfromthepilotstudytobesufficientand
therefore used for the present study'
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General Procedures
ThesubjectsworetheRT3accelerometers30minutes
prior to the initial data coltection to adapt to wearing
it and minimize curiosity. The visual output on the RT3
onlyrepresentedthenumberofminutesthatthesubject
was moving so each subject was unable to monitor his/her
activitY leve1s
Whilethesubjectsparticipatedinthethree
conditions they were required to wear the RT3
accelerometer, which measured their caloric expenditure'
Thetestingorderforthethreeconditionswas
randomized. Therefore, some subjects started with
physicaleducationc}asses,whi]-eothersstartedwith
recess, or the sedentarY Period'
Durlng the physicaL education classes the students
weregenera}}ydoingaunitoftrackandfield.Someof
the classes did however have some physical fitness
testingthatoccurredatthebeginningoftheclass.
Thishappenedatbothschoolsequally.Inthetrackand
field unit the subjects participated in long jump,
hurd1es,AO-yarddash,javelin'relayrace'discus'and
.high jump. The physical fitness testing that the
students participated in when the study was being
conducted was sit-ups. After the physical fitness
testing, the subjects were provided cholces of what they
wanted to do for the rest of the period. Their choices
were basketball, jurnp rope/hula hoop, and scoot-bal1.
At recess the subjects seemed to be playing tag,
fortress, hopscotch, basketball, swinging r oE playing on
the jungle gym. When the subjects were in the
classroomrtheywereeitherlisteningtoastoryror
working at their desks doing an assignment that their
teacher gave them.
Aftereachactivitywascompleted,thesubjects
returned to class and 30 minutes Iater were given a
concentration grid test. This concentration test was
also randomized, with three different versions of the
test given by the completion of the study. Although four
concentration tests were originally developed, the pilot
study helped determine that three were sufficient for
use in this study (Appendix C). The results of the tests
from all fourth grade classes were combined for the
analysis of the studY
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Scoring and Treatment
Data collected from the concentration grid tests
were scored by the researcher and recorded using the
highest consecutive number achieved j-n 3 minutes
(Appendix D), and then transferred to an EXCEL
(Microsoft, Redmond, rilA) spreadsheet. once afl tests
were completed, the results from both schools were
compiled. Each subject was assigned a unique_
identification number to ensure confidentiality in the
study. All fourth grade physical education
cOncentration tests, recess concentration tests, and the
sedentary concentration tests were compared. Data
collected with the RT3 were recorded by the minute and
used to determine the magnitude of physical activity
performed. From the 
'TAYHEALTHY 
xaw data the total
caloric expenditure was determined by adding up the
rcalories expended each minute during the allotted time
period of 30 minutes.
Data Analysis
A separate 2 
,x 3 (gender x condition) ANOVA with
repeated measures'on the second factor was perfbrmed for
concentratlon and energy expenditure. If significant
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differences were found, a Tukey post-hoc test was used
to determine where the d'ifferences were' For all tests
the level of significance was set at p< 0'05'
SummarY
The subjects for this study were 49 fourth grade
chiLdren from two Ithacar New York area elementary
schools. There were 25 Subjects from one elementary
school and. 24 subjects frOm a second el-ementary school'
AllsubjectsworetheRT3accelerometerduring
physical education cLasses, recess, and a period of
inactivity during their academic classroom time. one'
half-hour after the accelerometers were taken off the
subjects, a concentration grid test was administered'
The subject received a different version of the
concentration grid test on each administration of the
test. The order of the three conditions above was
randomized.
A 2x3 ANOVA (gender x condition) with repeated
measures on the second factor was used in analyzing the
concentration grid test and RT3 data to determine if
there was a significance difference between the scoresi
and if significant, a Tukey post-hoc was conducted.
CIIAPTER 4
RESULTS
Introduction
The results of the investigation on the effects of
energy expenditure on concentration in the classroom are
presented in this chapter. The raw data can be viewed
inAppendixE.Thischapterisdividedintothe
following sections: (a) description of subjects,
(b) concentration grid test, (c) energy expenditure
analysis, and (d) stuuoary
DescrlPtion of Subjects
Twenty-two female and twenty-seven male fourth
grade subjects participated in this study. AIl 49
subjects were included in the data analyses. These
children.were of expected height and weight for their
age. A summary of subject characteristics can be found
in Table 1.
Concentration Grid Test
A 2x3 AI{OVA (gender x condition) with repeated
measures on the second factor was completed to determine
the differences in concentration after participation in
physical education classes, recess, and inactivity, in
males and females (Table 2)' No significant interaction
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Table l
DesCriptti Ve Datafor Subjects
Male
(n=27)
Female
(n=22)
combined
(N=49)
Height (Cm)
Weight (kg)
Age lyrs)
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
141.06
7。17
35.82
6.92
9.78
0.51
141。78
5。13
38.30
10.19
9。77
0.53
141。39
6.29
36.93
8.54
9.77
0.51
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was found for condition x gender (F(2,941= 0'53 p >
0.05). A slgniflcant difference was found for the rnain
effect of condition on concentration (F(2)=25.29, P <
o.05). Group means for scores on the concentration grid
test can be found in Table 3. A Tukey post-hoc analysJ's
reveaLed that concentration after physical education
class Q3.':8 t O.94) was significantly greater than
recess (19.51 t 0.84) and sedentary (L7'24 t 0'89)
scores. AIso, recess was found to be significantly
greater than sedentary activity. Eigure L provides a
graphical representation of these findings. These
findings were consistent for both the male and female
subjects (Eigure 2\ -
Energv ExPe@
A 2x3 AI{OVA (gender x condition) with repeated
measures on the second factor was used to determine the
difference j-n caloric expenditure during physical
education cfasses, recess, and sedentary activity.
Table 4 represents a summary of these results. No
significant interaction was found between condition and
gender
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Table 2
2x3 ANOVA Summary(Gender x Condition) for Concentration
source SS Df MS
Gender
Error
conditiOn
conditiOn
x gender
Residual
Total
120.97
3399。77
1098.63
23.12
2041.99
6684.47
1
347
2
2
4
446
120.97
72。34
549。31
11。56
21。72
25.29
0。53
0.00★
0.59
1.67 0。20
★pく 0。05
|
Table 3
DescriptiVe Datafor Concentration Grid Test Scores
Males
(n=27)
Females
(n=22)
combined
SedentarY
Recess
Physical
Education
16。18 ± 0。93
18。78 ± 0.74
17。77 士
20.41 土
0。85
0。95
17。24 ± 0。89
19.51 ± 0.84 +
22。48 土 0.73  25.36 ± 1.12 23.78 ± 0。94 ★
* Significantly (p < O.05) greater than recess and
sedentarY
+ Significantly (p'< 0.05) greater than sedentary
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+ 23.78
19.51
17.24
SedentarY Physical Education
Figure 7, Concentration test scores (Mean + sE) for
three conditions (N=49). *Significant difference
between recess and sedentary. + significant difference
between physical education, recess and sedentary (p<
0.05) .
Recess
condltloa
30
25
20
?
?
?
?
???
?
66
17.77
ESedentary
ElRecess
tsPhysical Education
t
16.81   18+78
Ma■e
+
22.48
(Mean + SE) bY
sedentary.
education and
Fernale
Gender
Figure 2. Concentration grid test scores
gender (Female z n=22; MaIe n=27) '
*Significant difference between recess and
+ Significant difference between physical
recess and sedentarY (P< 0'05)'
??
?
?
?
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Table 4
2x3 ANOVA Summary rCender x Cοnd二亡二On, fοr ca■οric
Expenditure
source      SS       Df       MS        F        p
~0.65 0.42
Error 4L819 -O2 47 89L ' 04
65602.24  101.96    0.00★ConditiOn 131204。49    2
1°::lil:n   1064.28    2       532.14    0。
83    0.44
Residua1   60483.17    94      643.44
TOta1     235213。98   146 ′
★p<0.05
(F(2)= 0.44′ n > 0・05).AIso, no significant difference
was found for the main effect of gender (F(t)= 0'65' P >
0.05). Significance was found, however' for the main
effect of condition tEizl= 101'96, P < o'05) ' Table 5
summarizes the male and female activity caloric
expenditure, during physical education classes, reCeSS,
and sedentary activity. Post-hoc analysis revealed that
recesd 04.67 t 5.08) and physical education classes
(75.13110.73)weresignificantlygreaterthanthe
caloricexpenditureinthesedentary(8.1510.47)
condition.Eigure3providesagraphicalrepresentation
ofthesefindings.Thesefindingswereconsistentfor
boththemaleandfemalesubjects(seeFigure4)
SummarY
Analysesofthedependentvariables(concentration
and caloric expenditure) were performed with separate
2x3repeatedmeasuresANovA(genderxcondition).
Resultsfromtheseanalysesshowedthattherewereno
interaction effects for either variable tested' These
analyses did revea] significant maj'n effects for
condition 1n both concentration and caloric expenditure'
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Tab■e 5
DesCriptiVe Data fOr ActiVユty Expenditllre
Males (n=27)  Females (n=22)     COmbined
(k―cals)        (k―Cals)        (k―CalS)
sedentary~~~8。15 +~448~~11.23~十
~~5。
85    8。15 ±  0.47★
ReCeSS      79。19± 0。46  69。14 ± 11.31   74.67 ±  5 08
Physica1    75。13± 4。28  70。10 ±  3.91   75。13 ± 10。73
Education
* Significantly (p < 0.05) less than recess and physical
education
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???
?＝?
??
??
??
?
?
??
＝
?
?
sedentary Recess
Conditioa
Figure 3. caloric expenditure (Mean t sE) for three
conditions (]it=49). * Significantly (p S 0-05) Iess
energy expenditure for thd sedentary condition compared
to recess and PhYsical education.
75。13
Physicat Education
:
100
SedentarY Recess
condition
Figure 4. Caloric expenditure (Mean t sE) by gender
for three conditions (Femalez n=22; MaIe: n=27) ' *
significantty (p< 0.05) less energy expenditure for the
sedentary condltion compared to recess and physical
education.
??
??
??
?。
???
?＝?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
??
?
???
??
??
「~
|
Physical
Education
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For the concentration test, physical education classes
resulted,in greater concentration scores than both
recess and sedentary conditions and the concentration
scores after recess were significantly greater than the
sedentary condition. The caloric expenditure resul-ts
were significantl-y less in the sedentary condition
compared to both recess and physical education classes '
However, there was no significant difference in caloric
expendlture between physical education classes and
recess.
CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSlON
Whenpeoplethinkaboutphysicalactivity,they
normal}ydonotconsidertheeffectitcanhaveontheir
concentration leve1s' Instead' they think of
cardiovascular improvements' greater muscLe tone'
strengthgainsrstressrelief'oritsexhaustivenature
(AAI{PERD,1988;Braech}e&Earle,2oo0).Forcaregivers
ofchitdren,enhancedconcentrationlevelsmightbe
addedtothelistofreasonstoparticipateinphysical
activlty. For many years researchers have been
examining physical activity to assess the connection
betweenacademics.andactivitylevel.Ithasbeenshown
thata}engthenedschoolday,inordertoaccommodatea
scheduled physical activity program' has a positive
outcomeonacademicperformanc.e(Shephard,1997;
.Verabioff,1986).Othershaveexaminedtheacademic
performancesofsubjectsafterphysicalactivityand
foundanimprovementinconcentration(Shephard,L997;
Shephard & Laval-Iee, LggL; Verabioff ' 1986) ' A
statementfromthegoverningbodyofAAIIPERDinlgES,
reported that physical education is very important in
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helpingsubjectsachievesomeofthereguiredphysical
activity that the Surgeon General, s report stated
children need on a weekly basis (AAIIPERD, 1988; Terry C
Crawford, 2OOO). In some cases, physical education
class is the only time that children get any sort of
physicalactivity(Flaxman,2o0o;Kirshenbaum,&
SuIlivanrLgS3;MurIiner2O00;Sherman'2000)'
Thisstudyexploredtheconcentrationlevelsof
children following three conditions: physical education
class, recess, and sedentary activity. The results from
chapter4arediscussedinrqlationtoexerciseand
academicperformancefocusingon:themagnitudeof
energyexpenditure,concentrationlevels,andgender
differences.
Caloricexpenditureattributedtomovementwas
virtually the sane for both 30-minute active conditions
(recess t 74.7 kcals; and physical education cLass: 75'1
kcals), while the 3O-minute sedentary period was
, naturally lower G.2 kcals) . As expected, subjects in a
state of inactivity expended significantly Iess calories
than during an active period. Most studies, however,
have not found physical education classes and recess to
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have the same caloric expenditure. schruggs and
Beveridge (2000) studied fifth graders (l-0 males, L7
females) who participated in a daity morning recess'
lunch recess, and structured fitness breaks for three
consecutive days. AIl subjects engaged in significantly
more moderate to vigorous physical activity during the
fitness break than in the morning or lunch recess
periods. The students' preference for fitness breaks
and recess were statistically equivalent (schruggs a
Beveridge, 20OO) . The i-mportance of this finding was
that students did not mind having fitness breaks and in
the long run, the fitness breaks (i'e', physical
education) should be beneficial compared to unstructured
recess. Similar to Schruggs and Beveridge (2000), the
energy expenditure level for physical education class
and recess in this present study can be classified as
moderate to vigorous intensity. This determination of
moderate-vigorous is also established by comparison to
other activity studies (Duncan et ?1., 2002i Scruggs,
Beveridge & Watson, 2OOL) '
Inthepresentstudy,itwashlpothesizedthatthe
physical education cl-ass condition would produce the
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greatest concentration scores when compared to recess
and sedentary class time. The results of this study
support this hlpothesis 6s significantly higher
concentration ]evels were evidenced after physical
educationascomparedtorecessandbothactivity
conditions Ied to greater concentration scores compared
to the sedentary condition. These results are similar
to a study done on L24 fourth and fifth gtrade students
in Ithaca, New York, where short-term memory tests
yieldedhigherscoresafterphysicaleducationclass
than after a classroom period (Grey, L992\. Others,
using the woodcock-Johnson ?est of concentratjon on
second,thirdandfourthgradestudentsalsofound
greater concentration scores after physical education
compared to science cLasses (caterino & Polak, L999;
Raviv & Low, 1990).
Thepresentstudy,alongwiththosepreviously
described, appears to support the premise that activity
leve]sofmoderate-vigorousintensityduringrecess
and/or physical education class al1ow for subsequent
improvement of cognitive performance. Therefore,
informal recess or a structured physical education class
may lead to improved concentration, at least for the
short term, after activity. This is in agreement with
previous studles looking at activity and academic
performance (AAHPERDT 1988; Cummings, t976; Shephard,
LggT; shephard c Lavallee, L994; Verabioff, 1986) .
when looking at the difference between males and
females in the current study it was concluded that there
was no s,ignificant gender difference in concentration or
caloric expenditure scores. scruggs et aI. (2001) found
similar results during the physical fitness portions of
a lesson. Specifically, the males and females engaged
in egual amounts of physical activity'
These findings are contrary to those reported by
Pellegrini and Davis (1993). Their review of physical
activity by gender found that males expend more energy
than females. Sherman (1998) monitored physically
active students at recess and found that European-
American students were more active than Mexican-American
students with boys being more active than girls. Boys,
spent approximately 528 of their time in moderate to
vigorousphysicalactivity.Duncanetdl'r(20021
studied 301 children in the seventh through the ninth
|
|
|
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gradeandnotedadecreaseinphysicalactivityinboth
genders from the seventh grade to the ninth grade with
the greatest decrease noted in girls. Ramirez (2000)
foundthatboysandgirlsreportedsimilarlevelsof
'high-intensity activities during the week, but both
decreased activity on the weekends. she noted that in
thefourthgrade,theboysexertedmoreenergyonthe
weekends than girls, but by the sixth grade the energy
exertion was egual.
The results of the present study found no gender
difference in caloric expenditure and therefore were in
directcontrasttothosejustmentioned.Thereasonfor
this difference is unclear. One possible explanation is
thatthepresentfocusonfourthgraderseliminated
some, but not al-I, of the developmental changes (both
socially and physiologically) that occur when studying a
Iargeragerange.Anotherexplanationisthatboysmay
havegreaterspontaneousenergyexpenditureinSome
situations than girls. However, it woul-d appear that in
structured settiDgS, like physica} education classes,
girlswltlworkjustashardasboys.Furtherstudyis
't9
needed to fully explain these gender-related activity
results.
one conclusion that can be drawn from these results
is that children will cognitively beneflt from any form
ofphysicalactivity.However,itwouldappearthatthe
greatest gains in concentration occurred with structured
activities such as physical education classes. What
remains unclear is the long-term effect of physical
activity on learning and academic performance'. In any
case, physical activity as descrlbed in this study (and
others) improves concentration scores'
Numerous physiological factors may have contributed
to this finding including but not limited to improved
ceiebral blood f]ow, increased core temperature, and
released excess energy. Although not measured, there
may have also been activity-induced changes in levels of
cAIuIP, norepinephrine, epinephrine, and serotonin in the
brain (Da1e, Corbin, & Dale 20OOi Nagy, Gower' & Goran'
LggT; Salbe, Nicolson, & Ravussin, t997; Shephard'
LggT). tr{ithout attempting to speculate how' the net
effect of these exerci-se-related physiological events
may enable subjects to sharpen their attention and
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arousaL, which in turn, may improve their concentration
l-eveIs
A comparison of caloric expenditure during recess
and physical education classes has not been delineated
thoroughly in the literature. The present study, along
with a few others, examined the caloric expenditure in
recess and/or physical education classes. But very few
studies have actually compared physical education
classes to recess and no previous study has compared the
effect of the two conditions on concentration.
Therefore, the present study adds to the literature.
only is exercise important, but the tlpe of activity
have a specific impact on short-term concentration.
SummarY
In the current study, activity ].evels in three
different conditions were compared for their effect on
concentratlon l-evels in the classroom. This study, as
wetl as others, gives compelling evidence that physical
activity d.oes have a positive connection with
concentration in the classroom. The comparison of
caloric expenditure in these, groups allowed the
researcher to determine that physical education class
?
??
?
?。
??
??
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allowed for the greatest score on a subseguent test of
concentration. Recess, however, also improved
concentration scores over a sedentary conditj-on.
Although the rationale for improvement in
concentration with activity has been hlpothesized
earlier and appears sound, further research is
necessary. Physical education classes allowed for the
highest level of concentration despite a similar caloric
expenditure to recess. The results of this study may be
important when a school- district debates the worth of
recess and/or structured physical education programs as
partofastudent,stypicaldailyexperienceinan
elementarY school setting'
CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY,CONCLUSTONS,ANDRECOMI',IENDATrONS
SummarY
The purpose of this study was to exami'ne the
effectsofphysicalactivityonconcentration.The
conditions used in this study were physical education
classes, recess, and sedentary classroom time'
concentratlon was measured using a concentration grid
testandenergyexpenditurewasmeasuredusingaTri
Trac R?3 accelerometer. FOrty-nine fourth grade
elementary school children from two different schools in
the Ithaca city school District were used as subjects'
Each subject was given an Rf3 to wear for each
condition, which lasted for thirty minutes' Thirty
minutes after the subjects removed the RT3, they were
taken to the library and given the concentration grid
test. The subjects were given a different version of
concentration grid test after each condi-tion, and they
were onIY tested once Per daY'
Fortheconcentrationgridtestra2x3ANOVA
(gender x condition) with repeated measures on the
second factor was performed to determine differences
between physical education classes, recess' and
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sedentary condltions, ds well as any gender differences'
A significant main effect indicated concentration levels
were significantly greater fol-lowing participation in
physical education class than after both recess and
sedentary activity. Additionally, compared to sedentary
activity, concentration leveIs were significantly
greater followlng recess.
For the R?3 activity kcal expenditure, a 2x3 AI{OVA
(genderxcondition)withrepeatedmeasuresonthe
second factor was performed to determine condition and
gender differences. caloric expenditure was found to be
significantly higher in both physical education classes
and recess compared to sedentary activity. There was no
significant gender difference in caloric expenditure in
any of the conditions.
Conclusibns
Theresultsofthestudyledtothefollowing
conclusions:
l-. When fourth grade subjects participated in
. physica} education class, they scored better on
atestofconcentrationthaniftheyhadbeen
sedentarY.
Subjects who participated in recess scored
better on a test of concentration than sedentary
subjectsshowingthat.activityingeneralhada
beneficial effect-
Subjects who participated in recess did not
performaswel]-onatestofconcentrationwhen
comparedtophysicaleducationclasssubjects.
Thereforer physical education class may provide
the most beneficial effect on concentration.
4.Energyexpenditurebetweenma}esandfemales
duringrecessandphysicaleducationclasses
were not significantly different'
Recommendations for Future Studies
The following recommendations are suggested for future
study in this area:
l.Selectadifferentagelevelfortheanalysis,
investigating possible dlfferences in the
effects of activity upon older and younger
groups due to maturation'
Using a similar procedure, employ a sample of
different schools to determine if the results
2。
3。
2.
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are consistent using children of various
socioeconomic leveIs '
3. Have subjects wear the R?3 for longer periods
of time (maybe for an entire day) to determine
a more accurate ca'l-oric expenditure and
correfate this with concentration levels in the
classroom.
4. Administer the concentration grid tests in a
time-coursefashionafterphysicalactivityto
determineifandwhenthepositiveimpacton
concentration deteriorates'
5.Replicatethisstudyoveranentireschoolyear
anddetermineiftheSameresultsarefound,.if
aseasonaleffectisapparent,andiflong-term
Iearning is imPacted'
6. Change the intensities of activity to determine
ifvaryingcaloricexpenditurehasanaffecton
concentration test scores'
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Appendix A
INFORMED CONSENT MATERIALS
Informed ConSent #1
Attention No Falmilies!
We are Master degree subjects in the programs of exercise
physiology and sport pedagogy and are conducting a.:tug-y
iooLing Jt tne energy expenditure of fourth grade subjects
and how it retates to their concentration levels in the
classroom.
Participation will involve 3 physical education classes, 1
recess period, 1 classroom period, and includes 3 separate
pape. and pencil tests. Each subject will also be measured
for height′weight′body
棚 1
caliper
circumference, and skinfold
measurements. BodY fat
measurements will be taken using
skinfold calipers on the triceps and
calf muscles and the subscaPular
area (below the shoulder blade).
The picture on the left is a skinfold
caliper. The researcher lightlY
squeezes the skin on the area being
measured and then places the caliper
on that part of the skin. The
measurement is taken and averaged
with the other two areas. This new
score is put into an equation and this
will tell the subject their body fat
percentage. The body circumference
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willbemeasuredwithatapemeasurearoundthewaist.To
determine the ;;b"t oi iatories burned during an exercise
period, the subj;dt will wear a device called the Iri lrac RT3
Accelerometer.Thisisapager-sizeddevicewornonthe
shorts that ,".rrr., S differen[types of m.ovement (up and
down, forward;; backward, and .tid: to side)' The paper
and ,pencil test *iff U" a 10x10 grid of randomized numbers
from 00 to gg. each subject will have 3 minutes to start at
thenumber00andmoveconsecutivelythroughthenurnbers
untit the time il;;;leted (00, 01, 02, 03 etc)' Your child
will be out of tn"ii academii classroom for no more than 15
minutes *neniil; ffi;i anO pencil test is given to them' If
your child is cnosen for this s[udy, Vgu as {freir caregiver will
be asked to nil ;ui a questionnaire about their physical
activities orttiO" of school. Your child will also have a
questionnaire to Ril out which uir.r them about their physical
lctivitv outside of school and what they do at recess.
The information gathered will remain confidential' as 
each
subJect,s data wilt Ue averaged by ge.nder and activity' Your
child has the ttghi io refuse-to participate.prior to.9r during
the testing ,"riiont. The ris[ 6f patticipating in this study is
minimal and comparable to what they would experience 
in a
regular physical education class. There is a possibility 
of test
anxiety. for ifrose subjects who are uncomfortable having
measurements done in front oiitn"t children, w€ will provide
a private room for all measures'
If you are interested in the results of the study, or have any
otherquestionsorconcernsaboutthestudY,YoUmay
ioni..i either of us by the end of June'
Thank you for your assistance in this study!
RebecCa Bartlett 256‐0538
af 273¨1358 Initial here
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Please place your lnitials at the bottom of each page and
return ihe completed form along wlth the previous pages
I, wish to participate in the enerry expenditure
(Child's Name)
stridy at Northeast Elementary School'
Child's Signature Date
I, give perinission for mY
child ,
(Care$veil gtardian nome)
a subject in
(Teacher's name)
study at Northeast blementary School'
Caregiver/ Guardian Signature
(Child's Name)
classroom, to ParticiPate in this
Date
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Infoェlued Consent #2
Attention Cayuga Heights Falnilies!
we are Master degree subjects in the programs of exercise
pnysiofogy and sp-ott peda-gogy and 
-are 
conducting a study
iooking Jt tne energy expenditure of fourth grade subjects
.na ni* it relates to tneir concentration levels in the
classroom.
involve 3 physical education classes, 1
classroom period, and includes 3'separate
iests. Each subitict will also be measured
獅 1《i‐
‐‐‐‐…ⅢⅢⅢⅢⅢ…ⅢⅢⅢⅢ…H:|
caliper
Participation will
recess Period, 1
paper and Pencil
squeezes the skin on the area being
measured and then places the caliper
on that Part of the skin. The
measurement is taken and averaged
with the other two areas. This new
score is put into an equation and this
will tell the subject their body fat
percentage. The body circumference
will be measured with a tape measure
around the waist. To determine the number of calories
for height, weight, bodY
circumference, and skinfold
measurements. BodY fat
measurements will be taken using
skinfold calipers on the triceps and
calf muscles and the subscaPular
area (below the shoulder blade).
The picture on the left is a skinfold
caliper. The researcher lightlY
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burned during an exercise period, the subjects will wear a
device called tne fri Trac RT3 Accelerometer. This is a
pager-sized device worn on'the shorts that measures 3
different types of movement (up and down, forward and
backward,'and side to side). The paper and pencil test will
be a 10x10 grid of randomized numbers from 00 to 99' Each
irU:"fi will have 3 minutes to start at the number 00 and
move consecutivety through the numbers until the time is
iompleted (00, OL.,02,03 etc). Your clld will be out of their
acad'emic classroom for no more than 15 minutes when the
paper and pencil test is given to them. If your child is chosen
iri tnlr study, you as their caregiver will be asked to fill out a
questionnaire about their physical activities outside of school.
iorr child will also have a questionnaire to fill out which asks
them about their physical activity outside of school and what
they do at recess.
The information gathered will remain confidential, as each
subject's data witl be averaged by gender and activity' Your
chili has the right to refuse to participate prior to or during
the testing sesiions. The risk of participating in this study is
minimal and comparable to what they would experience _in a
regular physical education class. There is a possibility of test
an-*iety.' For those subjects who are uncomfortable having
measurements done in front of other children, we will provide
a private room for all measures.
If you are interested in the results of the study, or have any
other questions or concerns about the studY, You may
contact either of us by the end of June'
Thank you for your assistance in this study!
Rebecca Bartlett 256‐0538
E‖ane NaddaF 273‐1358 Initial here
l~
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Please place your initials at the bottom of each page and
return the completed form along with the previous pages
to your classroom teacher by
I, wish to participate in the enerry expenditure
(Child's Name)
sttidy at Caytrga Heights Elementary School.
Child's Signature Date
(Cptegpveil guardian nane)
a subject in (Ieacher's name)
study at Cayuga Heights Elementary School'
Caregiver/ Guardian Signature
give permission for mY child,
(Child's Name)
classroom, to ParticiPate in this
Date
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AppendiX B
CONCENTRAT10N GRID TESTS
cOncentration crid 器 1
32
37
95
69
09
00
76
10
20
43
42
97
40
78
26
60
25
31
01
88
39
92
33
57
62
75
48
98
54
85
34
18
99
90
87
91
22
70
11
82
21
19
53
81
05
47
08
83
63
14
27
84
04
67
79
52
74
06
56
38
80
44
72
13
15
61
17
49
66
23
93
86  45
03  77
51  65
59  58
28 36
64  29
16 12
41  07
50 24
73  94
35  55
68
89
02
71
96
46
30
Concentration Grid
57
65
01
55
32
19
34
98
67
51
91
00
31
94
37
53
18
85
79
59
73
14
25
24
95
81
86
78
52
28
17
22
60
12
69
05
68
99
74
64
88  27
45  96
26 40
29 36
09 76
47  08
89 46
90  87
06 38
16 41
330 35 48
82 30 54 77
5623 80 03
58 93 21 43
10 20 42 97
83 63 02 71
39 92 62 75
70 11 84 04
44 72 13 15
50 49 66 61
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Concentration
11
68
32
16
53
21
41
71
85
27
75
60
83
90
03
59
64
08
92
69
25
05
38
43
72
99
15
87
89
01
55
74
54
07
49
12
95
70
63
52
39
44
19
82
23
50
37
06
58
91
46
09
76
98
33′ 78  56 29
96 22
67  02
13  45
77  35
97  20
86 51
10  61
30 24
93  79
04  40
47  14
66
26
84
42
28
36
62
00
81
94
34
48
80
17
73
57
65
18
88
31
94
95
Concentration Grid #4
11
61
16
09
53
46
76
57
33
02
31
00
65
91
35
64
07
14
89
85
21
68
54
73
22
97
83
94
24
48
41
84
04
96
98
60
93
72
52
37
77
50
92
12
30
17
90
29
44
10
06
71
39
42
55
03
49
63
86
27
38
99
28
36
95
80
40
34
75
19
26
23
87
69
47
74
59
13
82
58
81  01
88  62
78  15
08  56
66  32
18  70
43  25
51 79
05  45
20  67
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APPendix C
ANAIYSIS OF DATA FROM PITOT STUDIES
Three pilot studies were completed in order to assess
the viability of the primary hlpothesis as well as to
exlmine the reliability of, the concentration grid test'
Below is a description of each of the pilot studies.
The first study utilized subjects from a Kingswood
Regional High school- (wolfeboro, New Hampshire) physical
educatlon class (]rI=36) . The high school- students were
given the concentration grid test before and after their
physical education class. The results of a dependant t-
test showed that there was an increase in their scores
on the test after physical education class t(36) -4-59:
p=0.00. On average, the scores for the class increased
by 6 points t8.t2 or a 262 j-ncrease. Table C1 shows a
summary of'the results. This demonstrated that the
concentration grid had the potential to be sensitive to
concentration.changes induced by activity and the
primary hlpothesis of the study was vj-abl-e. However,
this pilot study did not control for a learning effect
and a second pilot was conducted to examine the effect
of repeated administration of the concentration grid.
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Appendix C:
DescriPtivegrid scores
Table Cl
statistiCS
rN―-36, fOr
fοr higll sch00i cOncentratttOrl
pニユ t study #1.
Before PhYsical
education
After physical
education
Mean
SD
SEM
25.14
7。46
1.24
31.86 ★
8.12
1.35
Note: * Indicates a significant difference (p< 0.05).
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TheSecondandthirdpilotteststudieswere
conducted in order to examine the test-retest and
eguivalent versions reliability of the concentration
grids. For these studies, Ithaca college students were
used (N=50). In week one, all subjects were given the
Same version of the concentration test. During the
second week, 27 Subjects were given the same version of
the test again while the other 23 subjects, were given a
different version of the test. An Intraclass R was used
to determine the test-retest reliability of the grids'
Table 2 represents the scores for the college subjects
over all of the trial tests. From these data (Table 3)
it can be determined that there was a weak correlation
between the scores on the test. Analysis of these data
indicated that when students took the test one time the
reliability would be low (R=0.16). An additional trial
resulted in an improved yet relatively low Intraclass R
(R=0.27) . It was projected that a third trial would
result in negligible improvement (R=0.36) .
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Appendix C: Table C 2
DescriPtive sta tj stics
scores (lI:50) for PiTot
concentration gridfOr cOユiege
study #2.
Week lweek 2 Week l week 2
Vers■on l
Tria1 1
Version l
Tria1 2
Version l-
Tria1 l-
version 2
Tria1 2
Mean
SD
SEM
N
33.26
5.63
1.17
23
33。91
8.09
1.69
23
32.96
8。08
1。55
27
35.22
7.08
1。36
27
lumns rePresent the students
who took the #1 versj-on of the concentration grid test
the first week and the second week'
The second two columns represent the students who took
the #1 version of the test the first week and the #2
version of the test the second week'
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Appendix C:  Table C 3
summary Of the rlntraciass R,
generaユニzabiユニty cOefficients rN―-27り.
l tria1    2 trials    3 trials
0。16        0。27        0。36
68B CI for
lndividual score     7.03        4.97
(SEM)
Note. Tria1 3 is an estimati-on of what the
correLation would be if a thlrd trial was given.
r
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Due to these findings the researcher utitized a single
tria}percondition.Also,inanattempttominimize
bias four different versions of the concentration grid
test were evenly distributed to the subjects during the
actual study on three different occasions (recess,
sedentary activity, and physical education) '
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APPENDttX D
CODEB00K AND DATA BY SUBJECT
See neXt page l
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Appendix E
RAW DATA FROM THE TRI TRAC RT3 ACCELEROMETER
Device
lnfo: RT3
ATR
sena勝
0.1
ATR
Fimware
Rev
0.6
ATR
CoBrand0
User:D203
User
Height56 inches
user
Weight89 Lb
User Age 10
User
Gender 0 Male???? 0.016Caloriesper
Second
Notes Lauren
?
?
??
??
?
5r17r011 :16:14????5′17′0110:36:51
Format 1 XYZ lse∞nd
Number
Readings 2361
Entry DateTimeTotal._:ハバ6に
Adivity
い●1^H‐` Ⅷ
ヨ A′`ハ
A``＝
???
?
??
?
?
? lag X Y Zし●:U‖じミ しdlυ‖じこ
1 5r17r0110:36:510.32620.3102205.g0 0 111 50 166
2 5/17ノ0110:36:520:55810.5421360.10 0 195 220 208
3 5r17/0110:36:5C0.09130.07530.51 0 34 13 35
4 5717ノ01 10:36:540.1 10.125 82.90 0 56 4 61
?
5/17ノ0110:36:5[0.0446 0.028619 0 0 19
?
0
?
????
RAW DATA FROM THE TRtt TRAC RT3 ACCELEROMETER CON′T.
6 5ノ17r011■36:560,04010.024116.430 0 7 10
7 5r17/0110:36:570.03860.022614.870 0 10 0
8 5r17′0110:36:580.04310.027118.250 0 14 4
9 5r17r0110:36:590.05370.037725.160 0 13 208
10 5r17ノ0110:37:000.0220.0064 0 0 0 4 0
5r17/0110:37:010.016 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 5r17r0110:37:020.016 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 5r17′0110:37:030.016 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 5′17ノ0110:37:040.0220.0064 0 0 0 0 4
15 5r17r0110:37:050.016 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 5′17J0110:37:000.016 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 5ノ17′0110:37:070.02350.0075 0 0 0 0 5
18 5′17′0110:37:080:016 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 5r17′0110:37:090.0250.0096.4030 0 4 0 5
20 5/17′0110:37:100.02960.01368.9440 0 8 0 4
21 5/17r0110:37:110.0250.0005.6570 0 0 4 4
22 5r17′0110:37:120.02350.0075 0 0 0 0 5
23 5ノ17ノ0110:37:130.0220.0064 0 0 0 0 4
24 5r17′0110:37:140.016 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 5ノ17ノ0110:37:150.02650.01057 0 0 0 7 0
26 5r17r0110:37:160.016 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 5r17′0110:37:170.02810.01218.0620 0 4 0 7
28 5ノ17′0110:37:180.10640.090459.880 0 10 26 53
29 5r17r0110:371190.04910,03312 .340 0 6 0 21
30 5′17r0110:37:200.03860.022614.80 0 5 13 5
31 5r17/0110:37:210.016 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
32 5ノ17′0110:37:220.03860.022614.770 0 5 7 12
33 5/17ノ0110:37:230.0220,0064 0 0 0 4 0
34 5717r0110:37:240.016 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
35 5/17r0110:37:250.016 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
36 5r17r0110:37:260.03110.01510 0 0 0 0 10
37 5r17ノ0110:37:270.02960.01368.9440 0 4 0 8
38 5ノ17r0110:37:280.02350.0075 0 0 5 0 0
39 5′17r0110:37:290.0220.0064 0 0 4 0 0
40 5/17/0110:37:300.0220.0064 0 0 0 0 4
41 5r17ノ0110:37:310.016 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
42 5717r0110:37:320.04010.024115.520 0 0 4 15
43 5r17′0110:37:330.03560.019612.690 0 5 6 10
44 5/17′01 10:37:340.0220.0064 0 0 0 0 4
45 5/17r0110:37:350.0220.0064 0 0 0 0 4
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